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Airscent Burst

Highly effective aerosol 
air fragrancing

Key Features:

Dispenses aerosolised dose of fragrance  

every 20 minutes

Contains OdourazeTM odour neutraliser  

to combat malodours

Ensures effective fragrancing for  

every washroom

The Airscent Burst disperses a regular, measured 

dose of aerosolised fragrance into the air to help 

maintain freshness. Its compact design and choice 

of fragrances makes it an ideal air fragrancing 

system for all washroom areas.
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Airscent Burst

Dimensions :
16.5cm x 23.5cm x 9.6cm

Weight :
0.86 Kg

Operation :
Battery Operated (4 x AA Alkaline batteries)

Construction :
Strong and durable ABS plastic construction

Fragrances :
Punchy Orange, Floral Breeze, Dewberry, Glacier, 

Baby Fresh, Fresh Vanilla

Fragrance Dispersal :
Every 20 minutes as standard

Installation :
It is recommended that the unit be installed well 

above head height (above 2.1m) to avoid the 

aerosolised fragrance coming into contact with 

passers-by and to reduce the risk of vandalism.

Pleasant and Effective Fragrancing

The Airscent Burst dispenses regular doses of 

aerosolised fragrance into the air 24 hours a day. With  

a choice of fragrances, these light yet powerful scents 

are designed to invoke a sense of freshness and 

cleanliness and are ideal for use in and out of  

washroom environments.

The unit is battery operated, and presents an audible 

warning ‘beep’ prior to fragrance being released. As 

standard, fragrance is dispensed every 20 minutes, 

however the unit can be adjusted by the service 

technician to dispense fragrance every 10, 15 or 30 

minute intervals.

Remove Malodours

The Airscent Burst fragrances incorporate OdourazeTM, 

which is an odour neutraliser. This uses unique 

malodour control technology and features active 

ingredients that interact with malodour molecules to 

destroy bad smells, rather than masking them.

Fully Serviced

The Airscent Burst is a fully serviced unit, with 

PHS ensuring that it is always fully functioning and 

dispensing fragrance without any input from your staff.

After every service, you’ll receive an immediate 

automated email confirmation detailing the site and 

products serviced. We’ll provide a time-captured 

signature, showing exactly when your service was 

carried out and who acknowledged our visit, so you can 

be sure you’ve got a complete service audit trail.
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